
AL-3DG Multi-Line Laser
INSTRUCTION MANUAL



Working range up to 20m visible
30m with receiver

Lens type Single glass lens
Output power <1mW
Wavelength Line beam: 520nm
Accuracy ± 3mm at 10 m
Precision of angle 90°  ± 0.02°
Angle of projection 3x360°
Self-levelling range ± 3°
Out of range Flashing
Brake mode Magnet

Function button
Horizontal
Vertical
Front vertical side

Power supply Lithium Ion
Duration 20 hours with one beam 

running and 8 hours with
all beams running

Laser class 2

Operating temperature 0°C ~ + 45°C

IP rating 54

Weight 4Kg (Kit)

Size 340x410x150 (Kit Case)

SPECIFICATIONS AL-3DG BOX CONTENTS



AL-3DG BOX CONTENTS

1. AL-3DG Laser
2. Green Laser Enhancement Glasses
3. Magnetic Ceiling Target
4. Receiver and Clamp
5. Instruction Manual
6. Carry Case



OPERATING PROCEDURE

1. Charge the unit by attaching the supplied USB cable into a 
power source.

2. Push the lock switch to the “ON” position and the 
horizontal line is projected.

3. If the unit is not level the beam will flash.
4. Tilt the unit to the left or right, place unit on flat surface to 

allow the unit to self level.
5. Push the lock switch to “LOCK” position to lock the 

compensator to allow angled lines to be projected.
6. Switch the lock switch to “UNLOCK” and horizontal line is 

projected and the pendulum compensator will now level.
7. Press the operating mode button to change the beam.
 

8. After use, push the “LOCK” switch to the “OFF” position 
and place it back in the carry case.

9. This product can be used with a tripod or a wall bracket.

• When initially switched on the horizontal line 
is projected

• Press once and front vertical line is projected
• Press twice and front and side vertical line is 

projected
• Press three times and the front and side 

vertical line is projected as well as the 
horizontal line



EXTERIOR STRUCTURE

1. Horizontal head
2. Side vertical head
3. Front vertical head
4. Operating mode button
5. LCD Display
6. Receiver Mode
7. Lithium Ion pack
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EXTERIOR STRUCTURE

Operating Modes

1. When initially switched on the horizontal line is projected
2. Press once for front vertical line
3. Press twice for front and side vertical lines
4. Press three times for all lines

Receiver Mode

1.  Press once to allow any laser line to be read by laser receiver

Compensator lock switch Panel

USB out

Charging Ports 

USB in (charging port)



WARRANTY

This product is warranted by aLine to the original purchaser
to be free from defects in material and workmanship
under normal use for 2 years of the laser only and 1 year for 
the included accessories.

During the warranty period, and upon proof of purchase, the 
product can be either repaired or replaced (with the same or 
similar model at our option), without charge for either parts 
or labour through aLine. Warranty on this replacement unit 
will be the remainder of the original 2 year warranty. The 
purchaser shall bear all shipping, packing and insurance 
costs. Upon completion of the repair or replacement, the 
unit will be returned to the customer, freight prepaid. The 
warranty will not apply to this product if it has been misued, 
abused or altered. Without limiting the foregoing; battery 
leakage, dents or gouges to the plastic housing and broken 
optic windows. Damage to the switch/LED membrane are 
presumed to result from mis-use or abuse. Tampering with 
or removal of the caution or certification labels voids this 
warranty.

Neither this warranty nor any other warranty, express or 
implied, including implied warranties of merchantability, 
shall extend beyond the warranty period. No responsibility is 
assumed for any incidental or consequential damages. This 
warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may have 
other rights which vary from state to state. 



SAFETY WARNING

CAUTION: USE OF CONTROLS, ADJUSTMENTS OR 
PROCEDURES OTHER THAN THOSE SPECIFIED HERE IN MAY 
RESULT IN HAZARDOUS RADIATION EXPOSURE.

At all times, comply with the relevant Australian Safety 
Standard AS2397 without limitation, including the following:

1. Do not look directly into the beam or allow other to do so.
2. Do not direct the laser at personnel or into areas where 

eyes can be exposed to the beam.
3. Turn the laser off when not in use or unattended.
4. Operate the laser at a level other than eye level to reduce 

risk of incidental exposure to others.
5. Use proper targets such as those supplied with the system.
6. Inform others working in a potenital exposure area 

and install appropriate warning signs to suit the laser 
classification such as a “Caution-Laser Light” sign.

These labels are attached to every aLine laser. These are not 
to be removed or defaced.

LASER RADIATION-AVOID 
DIRECT EYE EXPOSURE

LASER DIODE
WAVELEGNTH: 520NM
MAX. OUTPUT:<1MW
CLASS 2 LASER PRODUCT

CAUTION


